Yankee Hill Historical Society Timelines and Indexes
You have the option of downloading the PDF Indexes and Timelines.
This allows you to search the Indexes and Timelines offline.
Periodically we will add a new batch of files and update the Indexes and
Timelines. Note: the “Last Updated” date at the top of the Index or
Timeline will be changed accordingly.
However, The PDF Indexes and Timelines in the Archives can be
viewed in your browser and searched by keyword without downloading
the file by using Control F on your computer keyboard after the file is
open. This function is very helpful with these large files in finding a
specific person, subject, place, etc. while online.
The Control F Function does not work on photographs, or the text embedded
in the photo.
There are two types of files that can be used to find specific items in the Archives
as explained below.

Timelines – Timelines with the green header are ALWAYS in date sequence and
designed to give a general history of the area. The timelines are usually a larger file
because of the diversity of materials they reference. However, they DO NOT LIST
ALL THE SOURCES in the Archives because the timeline would be even more pages.
The Oregon/Concow Township Timeline on the Welcome page called “Pentz to
Pulga” currently is over 150 pages. If you look at the source column, it contains
various sources. Some of these sources, such as newspaper clippings, are available
for viewing in the Archives. Other sources such as books are not available for
viewing in our Archives because of copyright issues. The yellow column on the right
side indicates a “Y” if the item is available for viewing in the Archives. If the column
is blank or marked “N”, then it is not available for viewing in the Archives. The “How
Filed” field on the far right indicates how the actual newspaper, deed, photo is filed
in the Archives. Most categories are filed by date.

See example next page

Indexes - Indexes with the yellow header are in a similar format to Timelines but
they only reference material in a specific category, newspaper clippings, photos,
deeds, etc. Consequently, they usually contain fewer pages. They do list ALL THE
SOURCES in our Archives for that specific category. Generally, with a few
exceptions, all of the items listed on an Index are available in the Archives. Again,
like the Timelines check the two right columns for how and if the reference material
is filed in the Archives. Items filed by date are in the Year/Month/Day format,
example 2016.05.01 is May 1, 2016. NOTE: In some cases, the Index itself, such as
Deaths or Births, may be listed in name sequence to assist in finding a specific

person but the individual files in the Archives are filed in date sequence to minimize
the confusion in adding new digitized files to the Archives as the Archives grow.

The index and the files in the Archives are NOT ALL THE RECORDS available for the
period of time listed but only those we discovered during research that pertains to
Yankee Hill Historical Society’s area of research. As an example, we have searched
the 1870 newspaper files at the library 100% and digitized those files that pertain
to our area. A clue to how complete a particular period’s index and archive records
are in the Archives can be judged by the months shown on the files. Some periods
may only contain a few months’ records for a year while other periods have records
from every month, indicating a more thorough search was made on those periods

in time. In the case of newspapers, we were researching time periods for specific
articles for our newsletters, which in some cases did not require looking at every
month’s newspaper files. As new topics are researched, we will go back and
complete a full search for each year and update the index and on line files with the
new findings.

For more information, read
“Questions and Answers About the Archives”
On the main Archives page.

